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JIN S. LEEt and P. K. C. WANGt
An algebraic approach to decentralized feedback control problems is considered in
the framework of large-scale linear continuous systems. The problem considered is
to determine conditions under which a controllable and observable linear system
can be made controllable and observable from the input and output variables of a
given control channel by static feedback applied to the other control channels.
Then observer-controlleror dynamic compensation schemecan be employed at this
control channel in a standard way to make the whole closed-loop system stable.

I.

Introduction
A fundamental result in modern linear control system theory is that the poles of
a controllable linear system can be arbitrarily assigned by state variable feedback.
This result was established by Wonham (1967).
Subsequently, it was shown that the poles of a closed-loop system consisting of
a controllable and observable linear plant with an observer-based controller or with
a dynamic compensator can be freely assigned (Luenberger 1964, Brasch and Pearson

1970).
All these results are based upon the assumption of centrality, that is, all the
information available about the system and the decision-making based upon this
information take place at a single location or channel. Thus the design leads to
systems in which every sensor output affects every actuator input. This situation will
be referred to as a system with centralized control.
However, in large-scale systems such as power systems, digital communication
networks, economic systems, urban traffic networks and plasma control sytems, it is
generally impossible to incorporate many feedback loops into the controller design
and it is too costly even if it can be implemented.
This difficulty provides the motivation for the development of a decentralized
control theory. The basic characteristic of decentralized control is that there are
restrictions on the information transfer between certain groups of sensors and actuators. Thus, in a decentralized control systems, each channel generally does not have
sufficient information to construct a feedback controller for the pole-placement or
stabilization problem.
A natural generalization of the pole-placement or feedback stabilization problem
to systems with decentralized feedback control has been considered by several authors
(Aoki 1972, Wang and Davison 1973, Corfmat and Morse 1976 a, b). Among these
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works, Wang and Davison (1973) have considered the following problem. Under what
condition can we find a decentralized local dynamic feedback control to stabilize the
system?
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution has been
developed by Wang and Davison (1973), and it is stated in terms of 'fixed modes'
which will be explained in § 3.
However, the construction of the local dynamic controllers suggested by Wang
and Davison (1973) requires more integrators than necessary.
Motivated by this drawback, Corfmat and Morse have considered the following
question. Under what condition can we find a decentralized local static feedback
control to make the closed-loop system controllable and/or observable from a single
channel? This is called the single-channel controllability and/or observability problem. If it is controllable and observable with respect to a single channel, then the
standard observer-controller or dynamic compensator technique can be used to solve
the, pole placement problem of the decentralized control system.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution has been
developed by Corfmat and Morse (1976 a, b) using a geometric approach.
From the practical point of view, this is more useful than the result given by
Wang and Davison (1973), since static local feedback is used for all the channels
except one. Moreover, this approach takes care of both the pole-placement as well
as the stabilization problems.
The purpose of this work is to redevelop Corfmat and Morse's results from an
algebraic approach. This approach is less technical and thus more transparent than
the geometric approach given by Corfmat and Morse (1976 a, b).
The main reason for this approach is that it can easily be extended to systems
with general delays in the state, and many of the results derived in this work are
directly applicable with slight modifications to systems described by functional
differential equations. These systems will be considered in future work (Lee 1984).

2. Problem formulation
Consider the linear time-invariant finite-dimensional system
x(t) = Ax(t)

+

JI

BjUj(t)}

(I)

Yj(t) = Cjx(t)

where j = I, 2, ... , N indexes the input and output variables of the various control
channels; Uj(t) and Yj(t) are vectors of control and output variables associated with
control channel j; Uj E IR ml , Yj E IR P1 and x E IR" and A, B j, C j. j = 1,2, ... , N are
constant n x n, n x mj' Pj x n matrices representing linear maps.
In this paper, we consider a problem of determining conditions under which a
system of the form (I) can be made controllable and observable from the input and
output variables of a channel by static feedback applied by the other controllers.
Then dynamic compensation can be employed at this channel in a standard way to
place the poles of the system.
To avoid trivial situations, we assume that the system is completely controllable
and observable at a fictitious centralized control and measurement station, i.e.
(A, [B l B 2
B N]) is completely controllable and (A, [C I C 2
CN]) is
completely observable. Moreover, to obtain an interesting problem, it is generally
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assumed that the system is not both completely controllable and observable from
an y one of the channels.
We begin by formulating the simpler problem of selecting an output feedback
control Uj( .) = FjYj( .) so that the resulting closed-loop system

(2)

is completely controllable with Uj( -),
This problem is called the 'single-channel controllability problem'. When the full
states of system (I) are unavailable from the output Y" the observability condition of
(2) is also necessary to design an observer to estimate all the states of( I).
Hence, the main problem in this section is to determine conditions in terms of
the system matrices which characterizes (I) for the existence of an Fj , j = I, 2, ... , N
such that (2) is controllable and observable with u,( .). This problem will be referred
to as the 'single-channel controllability and observability problem'. Closely related
to this pole placement (or spectrum assignment) problem is the problem of determining when system (I) can be stabilized with decentralized control. Although this problem has been studied by Wang and Davison (1973) in a general setting, we restrict
our attention to single-channel stabilizability and detectability problem of selecting
uA .) = FjYj( • ) to make system (2) stabilizable and detectable with u,(').
This single-channel stabilizability and detectability approach is simple for implementation and can easily be extended to systems with general delays in the state.
Results and proofs concerning this stabilizability problem are essentially the same as
the pole placement problem and hence briefly mentioned in the sequel.

Notation
Here, IR n denotes the n-dimensional real linear vector space.

C+ =().

C1Rd;;.O},

E

C· ={A

E

C1Rd,,;O}

peA] is the rank of A and alA) = p[)./- A]. For N-channel systems, we use the
following notation: ,AI' denotes the set {I, 2, ... , N} and!/' is a non-empty subset of
,AI' with elements ii, i z , ... , i, ordered so that i l < i z < ... < i,. Then we define By
and C y so that

c.,

and

By = [B,.

Bd

C·

'.

Moreover, &'(AI") is a power set of ,AI', which is the set of all the subsets of

.;v,
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[j'

U

= {x]x

••• ,

E .%
and x rI [j'}, [j'+(i) denotes [j'
{i)
i, ... , is ordered so that i 1 < i2 < ... < i < ... < is and

with

elements

B·'. ]

3.

Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize some known results which will be used in the

following sections in developing our results.
The following characterizations of controllability and observability are given by
Hautus (1969).

Proposition I
System (I) is completely controllable if and only if
p[Al - A

B,

B2

BN ]

=n

for all A E a(A)

Note that the condition A E a(A) above could be replaced by A E C.

Proposition 2
System (I) is completely observable if and only if
AI-A

p

=

n for all A E a(A)

An immediate consequence of the above two propositions is the following.

Proposition 3
System (I) is stabilizable (detectable) if and only if
AI- A

=n

for all ). E C +
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The following proposition provides the solution to the problem of determining
when system (I) can be stabilized with decentralized control.
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Proposition 4 (Wang and Davison 1973)
For system (I), there exists a set of local feedback control laws such that the
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable if and only if

KiOfi U(A + it, BiKiC.)

U
KjEX'j

U(A +

t

C

C-

where

x, C

IRm,xpi

BiKiC i) is usually called the set of fixed modes.

1=1

The following proposition discovered by Anderson and Clements (1981) is extensively used for the development of our results and it is stated here without proof.

Proposition 5
Let A" A 2, ..., Am be m (real or complex) matrices of size IX x Pi and let
B" B2 , ••• , Bm be m (real or complex) matrices of size IX x 1'i'
Then, given B ;;" 0 and d ;;" 0,

for all K, of size 1'i x Pi if and only if there exists a non-empty subset I
of {I, 2, ... , m} for which

p[A i,

e;

Ai,

Bi,

AiBi] < min {IX -;; J

J

= {il> i2 ,

•.• , ij }

L Pi> teLt Pi- B}

te l

Anderson and Clements (1981) have discussed further properties of fixed modes
based on the above proposition and have discovered an interesting algebraic characterization of the fixed nodes, which is given below.

Proposition 6
For system (I), given ;;>0,
p[u -A

-i: BjFjCj]=n-;;

for all Fj E

IRmjXPj

J=l

if and only if

p[U - A By]
o < n -;;
CX

for all Y

E

&'(JV)

_y

Next, we give a trivial extension of the result by Davison and Wang (1974). This
result is originally concerned with the transmission zeros and is frequently used later
in this work.
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Proposition 7
Let A, 8, and C be n x n, n x m, and p x n matrices, respectively, and
max p
AGe

A.! - A
[

C

~J=n+h,

where h ~ min {m, pl.
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then the set

0= { AECp [
is finite and the number of

A.! - A
C

A in 0 is less than or equal to

n - max {m, pl.

The next proposition, a result from matrix theory, is frequently used to prove the
theorems in this work.

Proposition 8: Sylvester's inequality
If A is m x nand 8 is n x p, then
piA)

+ p(8) - n ~ p(AH) ~ min {pIA),

p(8))

Finally, we introduce a definition of a robust subset for later references.

Definition I (Potter et al. 1979)
A subset of IRmx P (respectively C" x P) is a robust subset (i.e. Zariski open set) of
IRmx P(respectively C" x P) if it is non-empty and ifits complement is the set of solutions
in IRmx P (respectively C" x P) to a finite set of polynomial equations. Such sets are
open and dense in IRmx P(respectively C" x P), and each robust subset of C" x Pcontains
a largest subset which is a robust subset of IRm x ". The intersection of two robust
subsets of IRm x P (respectively c m x P) is also robust in IRm x P (respectively C" x Pl. Any
union of robust subsets of IRm x P(respectively C" x P) is also robust in IRm x P(respectively C" x Pl.
4.

Single-channel controllability and observability of a two-channel system
The model to be used in this section is a two-channel linear time-invariant system
descri bed by

x(t) = Ax(t) + HIU,(I) + 8 2 U 2(t)}
YI(t) = Clx(t),

Y2(t) = C 2x(t)

(3)

where A E IRnxn, 8 2 E IRnxm" C 1 E /RP' xn and C 2 E IRp,xn.
The problem to be considered first is to find conditions in terms of A, 8" 8 2 ,
and C 2 for the existence of feedback matrix FE IRm,xP, such that the system

x(t) = (A

+ 8 2 FC 2)x(t) + 8, U(I)}

YI(t) = Clx(t)
is controllable from channel I.

(4)

Feedback control of linear decentralized control systems
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To avoid trivial cases, we assume that B 1 =F 0, B z =F 0, C 1 =F 0, and C z =F O.
The answer to this problem is given in Theorem I, the proof or which is based
on a series or lemmas developed below.
Lemma I

Downloaded By: [2007-2008-2009 Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH)] At: 05:06 16 February 2011

Cz(AI- A)-I B 1 =F 0 over the field or rational functions in A, if and only if there
exists a A E C such that

Proof
Necessity. Using the identity,

0- [A.I-A

0

I

We know that

p[A.I- A
Cz

BIJ=
[AI-A
o p 0

However, Cz(AI - A)-I B 1 =F 0 over the field or rational runctions in A implies that
there exists a A E C - u(A) such that p[Cz(A.I - A)-l B 1 ] > O.
For this A,
p[

A.I - A
C2

BIJ = p[AI - A
0

0

Sufficiency. Assume Cz(A.I - A)-I B 1 = 0 over the field or rational functions in A
and there exists a AE C such that
p

A.I - A
[

Cz

B1J =n+h,
0

h~l

Then, by Proposition 7,

(5)
for all but finitely many values or A. However, Ior Art u(A), we have the identity

[A.I~A :lJ=[CZ(AI~A)-1 ~J[A.I~A -C2(A.I~A)-IBJ
Hence

BIJ = [AI-A

o

P

0

(6)

J. S. Lee and P. K. C. Wang
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for ;. ¢ a(A). (Since C 2(U - A)-I B 1
Hence, C 2 ( ).[ - A)-( 8( = 0 implies

= 0.)

So (5) and (6) imply a contradiction.

BIJ
o ~n

for all ;.

E

C

o

Downloaded By: [2007-2008-2009 Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH)] At: 05:06 16 February 2011

Therefore, sufficiency is proved.
Lemma 2
Let ~ be any finite set of complex numbers. If
P

J.I - A
[

81
0

C2

J

~

n

for all ;.

E

a(A)

and
p[U - A

then the set:F ={F

E

B(

B2] = n

for all ;.

IRm,xp'lp[U -A -B 2 FC 2

E

a(A)

B 1 ] =n for all;'

E~}

is robust in

lRm2)( P2.

Proof
For any fixed ;.

E~, we show that there exists a matrix F, such that
p[J.l- A - 8 2 F , C 2 8 1 ] = n.
Assume that p[U - A - B 2 F, C 2 B 1 ] < n for all F, E IRm,. P' and let 11 = max
{m2' P2}' By adding columns of zeros to 8 2 when P2 > m2 and rows of zeros to C 2

when P2 < m2' we can form matrices 8 2 and C 2 with
Then
p[U - A - 8 2FC 2

11 columns

and rows, respectively.

8 1 ] < n for all FE IRm,.p,

implies p[U - A - 8 2 FC2 8 1 ] < n for all non-singular FE IRn •. n (Anderson and
Clements 1981). From this, it follows that

for all non-singular F E IRn. ", However, since

[~
holds, we have that

up[

A

C2

for all non-singular F E IR nx n. This implies that the above inequality holds for all

Feedback control of linear decentralized control systems
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F E IR" X". If we set

then the above inequality is represented as

p[AI + BJ{I A2 + B2K 2
K I , K2 , K3 •

,.13

+ B3K3 ] < n + n

for all
By using Proposition 5, it follows that there exists a non-empty subset I of {I, 2, 3}
for which

where PI = n, P2
equality leads to

= n.

P

P3

= mi'

BIJ <n

AI - A
[

Considering all subsets I of {I, 2, 3}, the above in-

C2

or

p[AI-A

0

BI

B2 ] < n

which is contrary to our assumptions. Hence, there exists a matrix F).
that p[AI - A - B 2F).C 2 B 1 ] = n.

E

IR m ,

x p,

such

The preceding statements imply that for each fixed A, the vector z;.(F) of all nthorder minors of [AI - A - B 2FC 2 B 1 ] must be noti-zero at F = F).. Since, in addition, the elements of zi F) are polynomial functions of the elements of F, ziF) is not
identically zero. This proves that ofF). = {F E Cm,Xp'lp[AI - A - B 2FC 2 B 1 ] = n} is
robust in cm, x P' and so is #" = n).eE ofF)..
Hence, if we define ofF to be the largest subset of #" which is a robust subset
D
of IR m, x p " then ofF has the required property.

Lemma 3
Let
max p
).eC

[

AI - A
C2

BIJ =n+h
0

where h ;;:. 1, then the set
;it =

is robust in IR h x p'.

{

K

E

IR h x p, max p

I ).eC [

AI - A

KC 2

1380
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Proof
Let

a = { A E C P[

U - A
C
2
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and fix A E O. Then we can find a K;. E IR hx p , such that
p

BI]

U- A
[ K;,C 2

0

In fact, if

C1 K
o

p[U -A
K;,C 2

=n+h

I]

< n + h for all K

;. E IR

h X p,

then, by substituting

into Proposition 5, we have

u
p[

_AT

C1] =p[U-A Bo
o
C2
I

Bi

]

<n+h

which is a contradiction.
Since we have proved the existence of a K;. that satisfies
I

Bo ] =n+h
the robustness of

:it;. = K;. E

fjlkxp,

{

P

U- A
[ K;,C 2

can be established using the same argument as in Lemma 2. Hence,

:it =

{

K E IRhx p , max p

;..c

Al - A
[ KC 2

BI] =n+h} = U Jf';._
o

;..a

is also robust in IR h x p, from the fact that any union of robust subsets of IR h x p, is also
0
robust in IR h x p'.
Lemma 4
Let

p[AI - A BI]
o ~n
C2

for all A E C

Feedback control of linear decentralized control systems
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Then the set

i!= { K E IR hxP2 P [

U - A
KC 2

:1] ~ n for all A EC}
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is robust in IR h x P2.
Proof
When A E C - a(A),

o
B']

p[).J - A
KC 2

~

n for all K

E

IRh x P2

When A E a(A), we fix A E a(A). Following the similar argument as in the proof
Lemma 2, it follows that the set

%.={KElRhXP2p[A~~: :1]~n}
is robust in IR hxP2and so is

o

i! = n"n(Al%"

Theorem 1
For the multivariable finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system (3), there
exists a feedback matrix F E IR m 2 x P2 such that
p[).J-A-B 2FC 2

(7)

for all x e C

B,]=n

if and only if C 2().J - A) - I B I #0 0 over the field of rational functions in ).,
B2] = n

p[U - AB,

for all A E a(A)

(8)

for all ). E a(A)

(9)

and
P

U - A
[

C2

Moreover, the set:!F = {F
robust.

E

Bl] ~ n
0

IRm2xP2Ip[AJ - A - B 2FC 2

B,] = n, for all).

E

C} is

Proof
Necessity. First we prove that (7) implies C 2().J - A)-I B, #0 O. Assume that
C 2 ().J - A)-' B I = 0, which implies C 2A iB I = 0 for all i ~ O. Thus
C 2[B I

AB I

•••

A n - 1B I ] = 0

(10)

However,

implies that
n = p[B I

(A

+ B 2FC z)B 1

•••

(A

+ B2FC z

r

1

B I ] = p[B I

AB,
(11)
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From (10) and (II), we have C 2 = 0 which is contrary to our assumption. Hence,
C 2(U-A)-IB, #0.
Next, from the matrix identities

and Sylvester's inequality (Proposition 8), it follows that (8) and (9) hold.
Sufficiency. We see that C 2(U - A)-l B 1 # 0 implies that

maxp[U-A
C2

.leC

(h~l)

B']=n+h
0

by Lemma I.
Then, from this condition and Lemma 3, the set

%= K

{

is robust in

[Rh x p'.

E [Rh x P,

max p
.lee

u[

A
(12)

KC 2

From (9) and Lemma 4, the set

%=

{

K E [Rh X P,

P

Al - A

for all ). E

[ KC 2

C}

(13)

n

is robust in [Rh x P, and so is :X'" = %
:ii.
h
Now, let us take any K E :X'" C IR x p'. From (12) and Proposition 7, we have that

p[).l- A B']
o =n+h
KC 2

for all A E C -1: where 1: is finite. Now, for A E C -1:, it follows from Sylvester's
inequality that

=

n+n+h- n- h= n

for all G

E

IR m ,

xh

On the other hand, from (13) and Lemma 2, the set
<g

= {G E

[Rm,xhlp[U -

A - B 2GKC 2

.=

B 1]

n, for all A E E)

is robust. Hence, if we take any G from this set <g, then p[U - A - B2 GK C 2B,] = n,
for all ). E C.
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Therefore this GK is the feedback controller we are looking for and the existence is
proved.
The preceding implies that p[B t (A + B 2FC2)B,
(A + BJC 2r' B t ] = n
at
F = GK.
Hence,
the vector z(F) of all nth-order minors of
[B, (A + B 2 FC 2)B,
(A + B 2FC2)"- t B,] must be non-zero at F = GK. Since,
in addition, the elements of z(F) are polynomial functions of the elements of F, z(F) is
not identically zero. This proves that
9"={FElRm,p'lp[B t (A+B 2FC2)B, ... (A+B 2FC2r'Bd=n}
= {F E IR m, x P'lp[U - A - B 2FC 2 B,] = n}

o

is robust.

As a corollary to Theorem 1, we can derive conditions for the existence of a feedback
matrix F2 E IR m , x P' such that system (7) is stabilizable on channel 1.
Corollary I
Assume C 2(U - A)-t B, # 0 for system (3). There exists a feedback matrix
F E IR m , x P, such that
p[.U-A-B 2FC2

B,]=n

forallAEC+

if and only if

and
p[U -A
C2

o ;;. n
B'J

nu(A)

for all A E C+

Remark I
The same proof as that of Theorem I applies to this corollary with A E C and
). E u(A) in Theorem I replaced by A E C+ and A E C+
u(A), respectively.

n

The next problem to be considered based on model (3)is to derive conditions for the
existence of a feedback matrix F 2 E IR m , x P, such that system (7) is completely controllable and observable with respect to channel I.
Theorem 2
For system (3), there exists a feedback matrix F E IR m ,
p[U-A-B 2FC2

B,]=n

x P,

such that

for all I e C

and
p

u - A - B2FC2J =n
[
C
t

for all A E C
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if and only if

Cz(A.l - A)-I B 1 # 0,

C1(.H - A)-I B z # 0

=n

for all ). E u(A)

=n

for all

A. E u(A)

A B1J ;;:. n

for all

A. E u(A)

p[Al - AB 1

B z]

A.l - A]
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P

P

[

[

.H Cz

~:

0

and
P
[

BzJ ;;:. n

.H - A
C,

for all ). E u(A)

0

Proof
From Theorem I and its duality, it follows that both
IF ,

= {F E 1R""xP'lp[.H -

A - BzFC z

B 1]

=n

for all ). E C}

and

are robust and so is IF
If we take any F
observable.

= IF 1
E

n

IF zIF, this F makes system (4) completely controllable and

o

Corollary 2
Assume Cz(.H - A)-I B 1 # 0 and C1(.H- A)-l B z # 0 for system (3). There exists a
feedback matrix F E IR"" x P, such that system (4) is stabilizable and detectable from
channel I if and only if system (3) is stabilizable and detectable and
P

[

uCz

A

BlJ ;;:. n

for

A. E

C+

nu(A)

BZJ
o ;;:. n

for

A. E

C+

nu(A)

0

and

5.

Single-ehannel controllability and observability of an N-channel system
We are now in a position to extend the results developed in § 4 to the N-channel
case. The notation defined in § 2 is extensively used in this section. The model to be used
is given in (I) and the problem to be considered is to determine conditions in terms of
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the system parameters to select a feedback matrix F j , } = 1,2•...• N so that system (2)
is completely controllable with respect to channel}. Later, it is generalized to the problem of selecting a feedback matrix F j , } = I, 2, ... , N to make system (2) completely controllable and observable with respect to channel}. The single-channel stabilizability
problem and stabilizability and observability problem can be solved in a similar way
and they are mentioned briefly in the Remark I.
To avoid trivial cases, we again assume that Cj;t 0, Bj ;t 0 for all} = 1.,2, ... , N.

Theorem 3
For the multivariable finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system (I), there exist
feedback matrices Fj E R,mi x Pi.} = I, 2, ... , N such that

p[AI - A if and only if for all .9"

E

J!

=n

BjFjCj Bi ]

for all ;.

E

(14)

C

P(N),

C"v-fl"lil(AI - A)-! BY"('I;t 0
and

B,<r(i)]
o

~

n for all ;.

E

u(A)

Proof
Necessity. This part is an extension of the two-channel case as in the
proof of Theorem 1. First, assume C"v-fl"liPI - A)-l By'(') = 0 which implies
C"v_Y'('IA'B""('I = 0 for I ~ O. Thus
C"v_Y'('I[BY'(i)

ABY'(i) ...

A"-! BY'liJ

=

(15)

0

However, (14) implies

p[AI - A - jt! BjFjC j BY'!'I] = n
which is equivalent to saying that

n = p[B"..Ii{A + jt! BjFjCj)BY'(,1

= p[B y .!,)

AB""(i)

...

(A + it! BjFjcJ-! BY,(,]}
( 16)

A"-IBY'(nJ.

since C"v_Y'!'IA'By.I,) = 0

for I ~ 0

From (15) and (16), we have C"v-""(n
follows that

= 0, contrary

to our assumption. Hence it

C"v_Y'(n(AI - A)-! BY'I,);t 0 for all .9"
Next,

if

we

define

FY'Ii) = diag

[F i " Fi "

... ,

E

.9'(%)

Fi> ... , F;J

and

FX_Y'I') =

J. S. Lee and P. K. C. Wang
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diag [Fi •• l '

... ,

FiN]' then we have the following matrix identity:

From the above identity and Sylvester's inequality, it follows that

,u-A

BY'(i)]
o

P[ C..v_Y'(II

~

n for all A E u(A)

for all Y'

E

&'(.%)

Sufficiency. Mathematical induction is used for this sufficiency proof.
(a) When N

= 2, the proof is given in Theorem

I.

(b) when the conclusion of the theorem is true for N
same conclusion, also holds for N = k + I.
Let d(k) = AI - A. Let.Jf
aassume that

= k, it will be shown that the

= {I, 2, ... , k} and.Jf* = {I, 2, ... , k + I}. For all Y'

E

P(.Jf*),

(17)
and
P

d(A)
[

BY'(il]
0

~

n . for all A E C +

(18)

C:r'-Y'(O

Depending on whether k + 1 E .Jf* - Y' +(i), or k + 1 E Y' +(i), (17) is divided into
(19)

for all Y'

E

P(.Jf). In the same way, (18) is divided into

and

for all A E C+ and for all Y'

E

&'(.Jf).

(20)
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The second condition of (19), implies that

min max

9"ea'(.1'") Le C +

p[C:~~'('1

B9"('I]
o = n + h,

h;;;.1
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CUi

Hence, following the similar argument as in the proof of Lemmas 3 and 4, the conditions
of(19) and (20) imply that for all !I' E 9(%),

%9"(,I=f

KElR

1

h X P. + .

p[c:~A~'I') B~O'I'I]
KCU

i

~(A)
;;;. n, for all A E C+ and max P Cf - 9" ('1
leC+

[
CUi

B9"('I]
o ;;;'n+h )
o

is robust in IR hx P. . . and so is % = n9'E9'(fl%9"(11' If we take any K
satisfies the condition that for all !I' E 9(%),

B9"('I]
o

;;;. n + h

E % C

IR hx P.

+ I,

it

for all A E C+ - L

(21)

for all A E C+

(22)

where L is finite, and

B9"('I]
o ;;;. n

When A E C+ - L, it follows from Sylvester's inequality that

p[~()') -

B

u 1 GKC k + 1

B9"liI]

Cf - 9" ('1

0

B9"I,,]
~

-n-w-h

;;;,(n- w)+ (n+ h)- n- w- h

= n for

all !I'

E

9(%)

-9" i ) '

and

f§ E

IR m • +' x h

Here IV is the number of rows of Cf
When A E L, following the same reasoning as that in the proof of Lemma 2, the

J. S. Lee and P. K. C. Wang
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first conditions of (16) and (18) imply that there exists aGE IR m •• I
p

[

~(A) -

s., 1 GKCk+ 1

BoY'(i)J

0

C...._oY• lil

for all AE ~,

'" n

x h

such that

for all Y E P(%)
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From the above and the robustness argument as in the proof of Lemma 3, it is evident
that the set
,")I

'9

=

{

G E IR m . "

xh p

[~(A) -

Bk+ 1 GKCk+ 1

BoY'(i)J

C....-oY.(i)

0

'" n, for all AE C+ and for all Y E P(%)}
is robust in IR m. " x h.
On the other hand, the first condition of (19) implies that for all Y E 9(%),

P

~(AO)

[ Cx:-oY.(i)

BoY'(i)

e., IJ

0

0

'" n + 1 for all AE C+ - ~I

(~I is finite)

(23)

Combining (21) and (23), we have that both conditions are satisfied for
AEC+-(~u~d.

Reasoning the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2, this implies that there exists
a G such that

p[~(AO) - Bk+ 1 GKCk+ 1 BoY'lilJ
o '" n + 1 for some
C...._oY• lil

)'0

E C+ - (~u ~d

Moreover,
t'§=
A

{

GE IR m. " x h p [~(Ao)-Bk+IGKCk+1

0

C...._oY• lil
is robust. Therefore, we can select aGE ?if n

IiJ

BoY'lilJ ",n+ I }

such that for all Y E 9(%)

C.... _oY·(i)(~(A) - Bk+ 1 GKCk+

.r 'BoY'(i)"# 0

and

P

8 (A) - Bk+ IGK Ck + 1
[

Cx:_oY •li j

BoY'(iIJ ",n

for all AEC+

0

Let Fk+ 1 = GK. Since the theorem holds for N = k, we have that

P[~(A) -

kf BjFjCj

BiJ

=

n for all AE C+

)=1

U"'iI

and hence the theorem holds for N = k + I.

o

Theorem 4
For system (1), there exist feedback matrices FE IR m j x P), j = 1, 2, ... , N to make
system (2) completely controllable and observable if and only if for all Y E 9(%) we
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have
(24)
and

p[,u - A
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CX

g

8o ]

;;. n

for all ,\ E alA)

(25)

_g

Proof
The proof is just a simple extension of the proof of Theorem 2 and the details are
omitted.
Remark 2
Note that conditions (24) and (25) do not depend on the specific channel i. The
important conclusion that can be drawn from this observation is that if system (I)
can be made completely controllable and observable from channel i, then it can be
made completely controllable and observable from any channel. This fact is also true
for stabilizability and detectability.
Corollary 3
For system (I), assume that CeV _g(,u - A) -1 8 g "# 0 for all .9" E &'(.JV). Then there
exist feedback matrices Fj E IRmjxpj,j = 1,2, ... , N, to make (2) stabilizable and detectable if and only if for all .9" E &'(.JV),
p

U - A
[ C_V _ y

8g ]
0

;;. n

for all i E C+ n alA)

Corollary 4
Assume that system (I) is strongly connected. Then system (I) is single-channel
controllable (stabilizable) and observable (detectable) if and only if system (I) has no
fixed modes (has fixed modes in C).
Proof
This result follows from Theorem 4 and Proposition 6.

o
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